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:Drama Group Tapped
For Tour of Fifth Army

New Chorus To Be Formed
For Hymn Recording Work

By Ann Camp

A specialized chorus exclusively for hymn recording
for the "Hymns from Harding" program will begin next
semester, according to Kenneth Davis, Jr., A Cappella
Chorus director.
Auditions will be held during
the first week of the spring
semester.
Those interested in auditioning to help in this work should
meet with Professor Davis in
the small auditorium on Fridlay,
Jan. 29 at 3:45 p.m.
Programs on 200 Stations
For many years the A Cappella
Chorus has been recording the
radio program "Hymns from the
Harding Campus:' Currently the
program is heard over between
190 and 200 stations in about 47
states in the nation.
There have always been many
problems connected' with recording the program.. Doors have
slammed, heating and cooling
blowers have whistled', trucks
have droned past and voices have
interrupted.
Last year Dr. Benson made
the announcement that a new

'•

Petit Jean Queen
Nominees Parade
In Pageant Today
Nominees for Petit Jean Queen
were presented this morning in
chapel, in a setting based on the
theme of the legend of Petit
Jean Mountain.
Queens of the mens' social
clubs represented their clubs in
the contest. Nominees were TNT,
Anita Green; Sub-T-16, Mary
Ellen Baskin; Sigma Tau Sigma,
Pat Watson; Mohican, Karen
Warren; Lambda Sigma, Doris
Morris; Koinonia, Linda Robinson.
Galaxy, Charlotte B u r k e t t;
Alpha Phi Kappa, Francene
Spaulding; Beta Phi Kappa, Leah
Gentry; Delta Iota, Jo Ann Kelly;
Frater Sodalis, Susie Romero;
Alpha Epsilon Chi, Ruth Ann
Selby; and Pioneer, Patsy Smith.
Following the presentation,
the student body voted for three
of the girls, who will vie for the
honors in a run-off Friday or
Saturday in chapel. At the same
t ime, a run-off will be held for
the three girls chosen as May
queen finalists. The announcement of the winners will be on
Petit Je·a n Day and! May Day
respectively.

recording studio would be constructed which would solve these
problems and! make the recording process much simpler.
Hymns in Foreign Languages
In order to take full advantage
of this excellent facility and to
help supply the need for hymn
recordings, plans are being made
to record most of the fine hymns
available in English and many
of the hymns irr German, French,
Italian and Spanish.
Many churches both at home
and: abroad have expressed a
need for recordings of hymns
for broadcasting. and teaching
purpose.
French Hymns First
As soon as books are available
the chorus: is to begin recording
hymns in French for Radio
Luxemburg sponsored by the
White's Ferry Road church in
West Monroe, La.
Because of this stepped-up
program of recording there' is a
decided need for a chorus to
specialize in hymn recording.
There will be a need'. for seven
sopranos, nine altos, six tenors
and ten basses.
Meeting time will be 3:45 to
4:35 oil! Wednesday and Friday.
This spring emphasis will be on
vocal and chor'al techniques to
assure that the group will be
ready to begin recording when
the new recording studio is completed.

Program Co-ordinator
Helps in Academic Study
Dr. Meryyn W. Williamson,
chairman of the Division of
Humanities at Culver-Stockton
College, Canton, Mo., arrived on
the Hard!ing campus Wednesday,
Jan. 13, to assistt the College in
a study of its academic program.
Dr. Williamson is presently
serving as Harding's co-ordinator
in the North Central Liberal
Arts Study program. This is a
co-operative study of the academic programs of approximately
70 liberaf arts colleges.
In performing his duties, Dr.
Williamson visited with various
faculty committees and a group
of sttudents during his visit to the
campus.

Harding's traveling drama entertainers, the American Collegiate Players, have been chosen again this year
for a tour of the Fifth Army, set for Feb. 7-16.
The tour, similar to the ones
mad'e by the group last fall and
spring, will indude perlormances
at Ft. Leonard Wood, Mo., Fort
Leavenworth, Kan. , Ft. Riley,
Kan., Ft. Carson, Colo., and the
Air Force Academy, Colorado
· Springs, Colo.

CONSTRUCTION IS WELL UNDERWAY on the new $65,000
music recording studio behind the present music building.
-

Arnold-Oliver DuoCaptures Second
In Millsaps College Debate Contest
By Chuck Miller
Hardiing debaters Jimmy Arnold
and Bill Oliver almost turned
"the Tide" in the final round of
the annual Millsaps College Debate Tournament held in Jackson,
Miss., Jan. 8 and 9.
The Harding team in the senior
men's division lost to the University of Alabama after eliminating teams from approximately
twenty colleges and universities.
National Representation
Schools from all parts of the
nation and including the University of Texas, Florida State
Universtity and Southern Illinois
University were represented.
Arnold and Oliver, debating the
affirmative, lost the final round
in a 4-1 decision to the Alabama
team which was d e f e n d i n g
champion of the tournament. Alabama debate:rs Di Placido ·and
Gale were also respectively the
winner and runner-up of the extemporaneous speaking contest
held in conjunction with the debate tournament.
Other Teams Place
Other Harding teams also did
well at Millsaps. The senior men's
team of James Dockery and Bob
Rader and the women's team of
Janice Berry andi Connie Taylor
reached the quarter-final round
of the annual meet.

Oregon Coed Recounts Flood ~vents

Declared Disaster Area
The floods, caused by both
torrential rains and1unseasonably
warm weather which melted
mountain snow, received extensive news coverage, and the area
was declared a disaster area at
a time no one would welcome a
disaster - Christmas week.

.,

Situated on the north side of
Coos Bay in the northeTn Pacific
coast of Oregon, the Gardner's
hometown of North Bend escaped almost untouched by the
widespread floods. Their neighboring city of Coos Bay, on the
Coos River an:d thus lower in
elevation, did receive damage
when the river poured over its
banks and crept into homes.

High Tides Don't Help
Emilie, a Harding sophomore,
in recounting her experiences
that week, said that flooding was
worse in that area than it would
have been because of extremely
high tides for that time of the
year.
.
The Gardners' role in the
watery drama was that of providing shelter for Emilie's ~md
Lonnie's a unt, uncle and counsins
who were forced from their home
in Reedsport, about 25 miles
away.
After tremendous rain and
wind storms had raked the area
for three days, Reedsport's dikes
on the Unqua River caved in,
inund!ating the main section of
town and the section where Ted
and Beth Cook and daughters
Carolyn, 19, Susan, 12, and Meg,
3, lived.
Stacking Prevents Damage
With water creeping slowly
but surely into the Cook house,
they managed to put most of
their belongings out of the reach
of the water before having to
abandon .the premises. The water
eventually attained a depth of
two and a half feet in their
home, thus ruining only one or
two mattresses.
Emilie's aunt and uncle salvag~
1 ed their automobile under un-

The freshman team of Ron
Boilla and Arthur Hudkins and
the sophomore team of Chuck
Miller and Jack Roberts did' not
reach the final elimination rounds
in the Junior Division.

Best Since '68
This was Harding's best showing at the Millsaps tournament
since 1963, when Joel Anderson
and Jimmy Arnold won first
place in the senior men's division.
Harding was the only Arkansas
team represented at the meet.

By Marty Tooke
The Christmas project of the
Harding · students reached its
final stage Christmas morning
when approximately 700 dolls
and toys were received by the
boys and girls of 22 orphan
homes.
"In quoting the figure of the
dolls and toys as 700, I feel that
we are· being very conservative,"
commented Davidi Burks.
The dolls and toys boxe1d by
the SA and over half of them
were delivered personally by students on their way home.

usual circumstances. S e t t 1 i n g
diarnpily into the seats of the car
which was dashboard deep in
water, they revved her up and
made it to higher ground.
Big Christmas Eve
Carnlyn was visiting Emilie
when the whole1affair began, and
her stay was extended! for over
a week. The whole family eventually moved in with the Gardners, dbubling their Christmas
celebration.
By the Sunday after Christmas
the water was out of the house;
and by Tuesday the Cook-Gardner forces had accomplished· a
good' part of a monumental cleaning task.
Then It Snows
With the experience in the
past, Emilie sees it all as quite
exciting. They even had snow a
few d'a ys following the flood, an
unusual event for h er coast city
this t ime of year.
Asked: about the attitude of
the people in the area, she said,
"As soon as the water went
down, the people went right to
work cleaning up."
"It seems like they would be
discouraged, but that wasn't the
case at all."
She concluded, "As for me, I'.d
rather not see any rain for awhile."

" We have received many letters of appreciation from the
orphan homes similar to the one
below," said Burks.
Wilbur L. Knowles, superintendent of the Maude Carpenter
Children's Home in Wichita, Kansas, wrote, "On behalf of each
child here I want to thank you
for remembering us. I only wish
that you could each individually
have seen the smiles that came
upon their faces upon receiving
the gifts! I know the Lord will
bless you for your part."
At the annual Christmas party
the SA announced the prize winning dolls and the clubs that had
100 per cent participation. The
prize winning dolls we·r e made by
Kareen McElroy, first place; Veva
Marteney, second· place; and
Carolyn Kinard, third place.
Those who received honorable
mention, given in consecutive
order, were Retta Marteney,
Anita Hobby, Suzanne Learned
and Jeannie Lane.

General W. P . Campbell axranged the tour for the group.

Chorale Sings at
Newport Opening

Forty-six members of the
Harding College Chorale sang for
the dedication of the new church
building at Newport last Sunday.
Also appearing on the p rogram
was Jimmy who now is preaching
i in a meeting at Newport this
Holland Directs
week.
Over 800 were present for the
Director of the Group, Ben Holland, has announced the mem- dedication service of the new
bers who will be making the tour. building which wil seat 1000.
The selections sung by the
They are Dalton Eddleman,
Marianna, Ark.; Erlene Laney, chorus included "I Believe in One
Broken Arrow, Okla.; Tom Rep- God," "Praise the Lord, Ye
part, Rochester, Minn.; Anna Sue Heav'ns Adore Him," "Kum
Hinds, Worthington, Ind.; Jim Bayah," "I Know the Lord Will
Find a Way for Me," "Hosanna,"
Ed Williams, Moberly, Mo.
Julie Huddleston, Nashville, "My God and I," and "The Lord
Tenn.; Max Hager, Searcy; Ellen BlesS' You and Keep You."
Eddie Baggett, director of the
McCauley, Pine Bluff, Ark.; David
Lee, Lubbock, Tex.; Andy Saun- Chorale, led two congregational
ders, Bell, Calif.; Ann Clark, songS1 in the program which included the introduction of the
Searcy.
elders and deacons and the members of the Building and Finance
Committees.

Twenty-two Orphans' Homes
Have 700 Delighted Children

Many Letters Received

Shelters "Refugee'' Relatives

When Emilie an.d Lonnie Gardner, Harding sophomore and
freshman, arrived home for the
Christmas holidays, it was raining - not at all an unusual occurrence in their No·r th Bend,
Ore., home in the rainy Northwest U.S.A.
But it just kept on raining,
and soon they were part of a
flood which wreaked havoc on
Oregon, northern California and
southern Washington, leaving in
its wake literally millions of dollars worth of damage, many dead
and hundreds stranded.
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Theatre Review
The Players w ill present "A
Review of the World of Theatre
'65" on t he tour that will include scene one from Camelot,
cuttings from The World of Carl
Sandburg, the• "All American
Boy" scene from Bye Bye Birdie
and scene one from Teahouse of
the August Moon.
The program will conclude with
a section of American folk music,
a skit slanted toward the soldiers
and a musical finale.

Personnel
Stennis Johnson, Steens, Miss.;
Paulette Crew, Bastrop, La.; Gil
Clark, College Park, Md.; Mark
Bateman, St. Clair Shores, Mich.;
and accompanists Sherry Balthrop, Ft. Worth, Tex., and Ken
Tillman, Lake Village, Ark.

Boles Home,
Quinlan, Tex.;
Cherokee Home' for Children,
Cherokee, Tex.; Childhaven, Cullman, Ala.; Children's Home of
Lubbock, Lubbock, Tex.; Christian Home, Mt. Dora, Fla.;
Christ's Haven for Children,
Keller, Tex.; Crowley's Ridge
Children's Home, Paragould, Ark.;
Maude Carpenter Home, Wichita,
Kan.; Medina Children's Home,
Medina, Tex.
Mountain States Children's
Home, Longmont, Col.; New
Mexico's Children's Home, Portales, N. M.; Paradise Friendly
Home, Farmingto·n , Ky.; Potter
Orphan Home and School, Bowling Green, Ky.; Schilty-Lewis
Haven, Valparaise, Ind.
Sierra Children's Home, Vacaville, Calif.; Southern Christian
Home, Morrilton, Ark. ; Sunny
Glenn Home, San Benito, Tex.;
Tennessee Orphan Home, Spring
Hill, Tenn.; Tipton Home, Tipton,
Okla.; Turley Children's Home,
Turley, Okla.; and Westview Boys
Home, Hollis, Okla.

10 Clubs Had 100%
Mohican and MEA received a
certificate for having the most ·
participation. Other clubs that
had 100 per cent participation
were Galaxy, TNT, Kappa Phi,
Zeta Rho, Phi Delta, Regina, Ju
Go Ju and Tofebt .
The judges for the contest
were Dr. Gilliam, Mrs. Puckett
and Mrs. Wellborne. ·
The 22 homes to which dolls
and toys were sent included

Seniors, Maint~in
Close Touch With
Placement Office
Dr. W. L. Roy Wellborne,
director of placement, announces
that all graduating seniors should
keep in close touch with the
Placement Office, since many
recruiters who arrive on campus
are not publicly announced beforehand.
Although no representatives
are scheduled on campus in the
immediate future, interviewers
from Bakersfield, Calif., elementary schools will be on campus
Feb. 10. A representative of the
Firestone Tire and Rubber Company of Akron, Ohio, will arrive
Feb. 11 to recruit for sales,
credit and shop management.
Dr. Wellborne' also announces
that the deadline for filing for
the Civil Service Examination is
Jan. 21. The test will be given
Feb. 20 at the Searcy Post Office.
Recruiters from the Civil Service will be on campus Feb. 19
to complete their spring interviewing.

GLISTENING IN SUNDAY'S SUNLIGHT, a campus holly tree
wears a coat of ice from Saturday night's snow and ice storm.
-
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From the Eclitor' s Desk:

Travelling Entertainers Become
Good Ambassadors for College
It wasn't more than three or four years ago
that the college chorus, the debate teams and the
athletic squads were almost the only student groups
to represent the college away from campus.
In the past few years, however, Hardingites
have taken to the road in increasing numbers.
Especially notable has been the formation of entertainment groups.
Belles and Beaux Begin Trend
First came the Belles and Beaux four years ago,
and since then that musical group has made three
foreign USO tours and numerous appearances around
the country.
Almost simultaneously a drama tour group and
a rejuvenated concert band developed. In three
semesters, between them, they have made three tours
of army bases, and our front page today carries
news of a third trip for the American Collegiate
Players.
Band Gains Prestige
The Harding Bison Band has become a fixture
of which the college can indeed be proud; their recent tour of the Third Army was highly successful.
A great deal of credit for these developments
goes to General W. P. Campbell, a vice-president
of the National Education Program and a staunch
supporter of the college. Through him most of these
military tours have been possible.
Help Publicize Harding
These groups have done excellent jobs entertaining the armed forces, but even more important,
they have helped put the name of Harding before
many people the world over.
They join with the debaters, journalists, future
teachers, athletes and chorus singers in publicizing
the college and in representing Christian education.
Harding on the Move
Harding is indeed on the move. Her growth,
not only in a physical sense, but also in a representative sense, has been rapid, exciting and gratifying to
those who want to see Christian education attain a
healthy respect.
We are indeed fortunate to have these groups
representing us. They are surely helping to put our
best face forward.
-D.0.

Throw Old Bisons Away, Not Down
Don't throw your Bison down.
Several students work hours weekly to give
Harding a student newspaper. They abhor seeing the
fruit of their efforts scattered across the campus at
5: 15 on Thursday afternoon.
The Can's the Place
A used Bison belongs in the trash can. The students who produce the paper don't object to its
going there. All other paper to be thrown away
should also land in the can.
But it doesn't. The biggest trash dump on campus is the floor of the Student Center. All the discarded wrappers, envelopes and other paper land on
the floor there. The man who cleans the building
every morning faces quite a task.
No Rebounders
Like a poor basketball team, the gunners in the
Student Center lack rebounding power. Their shots
at the basket from across the floor often fail to connect. They make no rebound effort, so bits of paper
ring the trash basket.
The campus lawn also receives its share of the
litter. Unthinking students drop their gum and candy
wrappers, making an ugly contrast with the fallen
leaves.
A small action often produces a big result. Certainly proper disposal of trash would be such an
action, because the resulting cleanness would make
the campus more beautiful.

of Orchids

and Phones and Groans
Harding students:
Thank you for your wonderful
support of the Dolly Drive and
the Toy Drive. Your contributions of time, effort and money
in providing the over 700 toys
was certainly wonderful.
Letters show that many children in 22 different children's
homes were happier and had a
brighter Christmas because of
your efforts. The Student Association Executive Council sincerely thanks each of you who
helped in this project.
And on behalf of the -c~~il:
I also want toi take this opportunity to thank you for your
co-operation and participation in
the activities of the Student Association thus far this year. We
are now working toward an
active second semester and we
hope to see several projects and
activities materialize that thus
far have just been: "ideas."
Your comments and your sugge·s tions as to how we can function in the most effective way
will certainly be appreciated.
Sincerely,
David Burks
SA President

- - - - - - - - - T H E SPOKESMAN---------·

The Appreciation of the Individual
By Earl Davidson
In this contemporary world of
change and scientific progress,
the individual is being pushed
into a dark, dusty corner. The
majority of scientific development is made in the1 name of
"benefit to civilization."
However, has not this been
made an obsession with mani?
Has not the idea of "fulfilling the
need of humanity" b€come so
trite that it carries about as
much import as the free-enterprise system carries to the disgruntled freshman who has interest in neither finances nor
government?
Individual's Part?
What part is the individual to
play then in a world when major
decisions are made by UNIVAC
and IBM calculators? Is he to
b€come a mere agent to feed facts
into a data analysis computer?
Will this fulfill his purpose ?
Areas to Pursue
There are then areas of de-

velopment which must be persued before one can b€come a
dynamic force in placing the
value of the individual over that
of cogs, ball bearings, resistors,
transistors and relays.
The first area of development
is the realization that man was
made in the image of God and
that he is loved by God with a
sacrificial love which surpasses
human understanding. And in
realizing this, one should come
to the understanding that b€cause he is made in the image
of a loving God, he ought also
to be filled with this same
deeply spiritual love.
Problem of Expression
However, the main problem in
our society is not in the realization of an ethereal heritage, but
in the expressiion of it.
The me·a ns by which one expresses himself varies from
locality to country. Different individuals convey their innermost

A Commentary

The Fifties in Retrospect

By Richard Abshire
Abstract expressionism was introverted painting created in
In the 1950's there was often
America, the land of supposedly
a great difference b e t w e e n
extroverted people.
rhetoric andl reality, between
Pragmatism, the philosophy of
potential and perlormance and
practicality, was practiced and
between the activation of a
followed by many. Yet, there is
basic new force and its adoption
by us in our ideas and behavior.
more to life than t he practical.
These were the differences that
Artificiality Illness
proved decisive in the 1950s.
There was growing concern
Economic Slowdown
over the dange~ous sickness of
-D.J.
Economically, America did not
artificiality and apathy in the
progress fast enough in the
national psyche. David Reisman's
fifties . War-time tax policies,
The Lonely Crowd and W. H.
lack of government-business coWhite's The Organization Man
operation, recessions and: too
were books which recognized the
many strikes slowed economic
sickness.
growth.
The sickness could not be cured
We increased our GNP from
by pragmatism. In fact, many
around $350 billion in 1950 to
thought pragmatism might be one
a little over $500 billion in 1960.
of thei causes.
But this was not good when
Existentialism Arrives
compared to the $500 to $625
In
the
late fifties a new philoEditor ..... ......... ..... .. .. ... .. ....... ....... ...... .... .......... ..... ... .. Dennis Organ
billion increase in GNP from
sophy from Europe began to inAssociate Editor .... ..... ................ .... ... .. ........ .... ...... Martha Tooke 1960-1964.
fluence' the American intellectual
Assistant Editor ..... ......... ......... .. .... ......... .............. .. Don Johnson
Political Dullness
community, Many intellectuals
Feature Editor ..... .. .. .. .... .. ..... ... ............ ... ... ....... Sherry Balthrop
Politically, the United States
thought existentialism might be
Society Editor .... ... ...... .......................... ......... Margaret Ashton was dull in the '50s. In Washthe philosophy to cure our sickSports Editor ........ .. ...... ......... ... ... .... ... ............... ......... Gary Lucas ington we had a Republican
ness.
Business Manager ... .. .......... .. . ... ...... ..... . .... .... ......... Terry Smith President and a Democratic ConExistentialism was more of
Circulation Editor .... .............. .... ........... .. ... ...... Suzanne Clawson gress. The partisan attitude
an attitude about life than a
Faculty Sponsor ................. .. .. .... ..... ........ .... .... .............. Neil Cope
springing from both sides made
philosophical systtem. This attiCartoonists .. ... .. ..... .... ..... .... ....... Francene Spaulding, Paul Pitt
legislation much weaker than
tude was that man must be comSports Writers ................... .. .... ....... Larry Yurcho, Rob Barber, often needed.
mitted and involved in life as an
Beth Smith
Mr. Eisenhower was popular at
individual through the e'x ercise of
Proofreaders ........... ... ....... ..... ..... .... .. ............ ... Kathy McVicker, the polls, but his health and his
his fr€!1e will and his whole self,
age prevented: him from exerting
Donna Neal, Sharon Mayner
his reasons and his emotions.
himself as a President should.
Official weekly newspaper published during the regular
These were the years of the
Cultural Abstractions
academic year except holidays and four examination weeks,
fifties in the three general secSocially and culturally, the
by Harding College, Searcy, Arkansas. All material is written fifties were the years when abtors of American society.
and edited by students and should be interpreted accordingly.
istentialism were popular in
Judging from the first four
painting,
pragmatism
and
e,
x
in
years
of the 1960s, it would seem
Subscription price: $2 per year
istentialism were popular in
that in the 1970s historians will
Single copies lOc
philosophy, and America lived
record that the '60s were a much
different deca·d e from the '50s.
in the Mass Society.
Second class postage paid at Searcy, Arkansas

meditations in different ways,
which may possibly be> determined by cultural and ancestral
boundaries. Yet these boundaries
should not be used as an excuse
to promote discord in our
modern world.
Thus one should not only seek
to come to an appreciation of
the hum.an individual, but also
should be able to express t his
appreciation in a manner that
is easily comprehensible.
Holiday Experiences
On reflecting upon the events
that transpired as one left the
acclimated Harding atmosphere
and spent two weeks in completely different environments,
one may see vividly examples of
appreciation which were shown.
The waiter at the cafete·r ia
who always· looked for your return from college. Yet you don't
know his name and he doesn't
know yours. Or that warm handshake! that says more than a
thousand words. What about that
Christmas card from someone
whom you helped many days
past, yet who hasn't forgotten?
But most of all those parents
who stood at the door waiting
with arms outstretched and with
tear-fmed eyes for their son or
daughter who had returned
home. This is the spirit of appreciation.

To the Editor of the Bison:
*'A Silly Little Ditty
Designed to Alleviate the
Critical Telephone>Shortage
in Arms'trong Hall
(for the unesoteric - a social
commentary)
We stand in line in Armstrong
Hall,
Ou1· Goal: a brief long-distance
call.
The hours slowly slip away,
The evening's blackness turns to
gray
And still, a reaffirming look
Reveals the single phone's still
took.
The booth at last we do achieve,
And sitting down, our feet relieve.
The call we make, the girl we
pay.
The message: Be home yesterday!
*Author's note: In the tradition of Poor Richard's Almanack
(sic) , this poem ( ? ) openly
criticizes a prevalent despicable
social condition . Feel free , dear
Reader, in the tradition of Patrick Henry, to voice your obj ection to your SA representative
and'/ or dorm manager.
Chuck Miller

* *

* *

Dear Bison Boosters and
Harding students,
With as few words as possible,
wit hout t he us'e of any latent
ability to produce a wordy
flourish, I wish to make a statement - in fact, this might be
classified as a public announcement.
Acting on the advice of my
physician, and from the cause
of a developing voice problem, I
must resign from my duties as
Bison Cheerleader. This decision
has b€en a hard! one fo; me to
come to, but personally, I can't
think of anything more ridiculous than a mute speech major. ..
I would at this time1 like to
make clear a personal point. I
do not take either the extreme
conservative or t h e opposite
radical view of some of the Harding sportsfans. . . .
I, in truth and actuality, feel
that t his so-called problem of
lou sy attitudes towards sportsmanship and fair play is something that has been created by a
few people who have nothing to
do with their time and talent but
run down and criticize pers'Ons,
places and things.
Perhaps more of us, and I
underscore us, ought to clean our
room before we give housekeeping lessons.
Perhaps my point is made, perhaps not, in any case my mind
and conscience, now, feel fairly
clear and clean. Personally, I
won't be going to any stoic reunion, nor to any pagan arena;
but I will be at every ballg·a me
possible. See you there?
Sincerely,
David Lee

SA Nine Weeks Summary
David Burks, SA President,
has summarized the activities of
the SA for the last nine-week
period of the 1964 fall semester.
1. General SA meeting held
on Nov. 13 in which minutes of
J"ears' activities were reviewed,
a public treasurer's report was
distributed and announcements
of various proje·c ts were made.
2. Announcement made of
plans to use the Emerald room
as a student recreational room
also. Plans call for the room to
bel open for use Feb. 15. (tentative)
3. Long... dis:tance message pads
have been placed near all the
phones.
4. A low-cost student directory
was made" available .
5. Academic excellence. was
discussed and an announcement
was made that a victory trophy
will be given to the men's and
the women's social club which
has the highest grade-point
average, each semester, to encourage scholarship.
6. Traffic directing during
lectureship: a committee of club
presidents was appointed.
7. Saturday night movies.
8. Lily pool devotional and
religious study programs.
9. Post minutes, menu, offcampus activities, games, sick,
special announcements, movies,

etc. on SA bulletin board.
10. Special meeting of SA
Exe'cutive officers and class presi.dents was held one result
beingi an attempt in eliminating
more than two classes meeting
in short chape'l at the same· time.
11. Lost andl found seTVice.
12. Post Kensett and Searcy
movie s'c hedules.
13. Dolly Drive: Har d! in g
women made 350 dolls which
were sent for Christmas presents
to 2,2 different orphan and
children's homes .
14. Toy Drive: Harding men
contributed 350 toys which were
sent for Christmas presents to 22
different orphan and children's
homes.
15. Extensive campus and administration building decorations
-Christmas.
16. Major Christmas program in
auditorium, entertainment, door
prizes, letter to Santa, and winners of dolly and toy drives announced. Toys and dolls were
on disp1ay in the foyer .
17. Decorated tree in gym _
g;roup carol1ing· and refreshments
after the auditorium program.
18. Council members met with
lhe North Central Co-ordinator,
when he was on campus, for a
general discussion.
19. FM music restored. Finally!

Nichols Pleads for Christians
To Restore Spirit of Christ
James Walter Nichols of Ab ilene, Tex., spoke twice to t h e
student bod y in chapel a nd gave
afternoon lectures and a Wednesday even ing talk at t h e College Church in condu cting t h e
secon d Bible seminar of the
school yea r on J an. 5 and 6.
Describe d by Joe· Hacker,
ch a irman of t h e Bible department , as a "pioneer in mass
me dia communications," Nich ols
cen tered his talks on t h e t hem e,
"The Preach er and> h is Relationship to the Community."
"Extraodinary Age"
In his Jan. 5 chapel a ddress
h e pointed out that we are living
in an extr aordinary age and that
the extraordinary task of the
church is to rise above mediocrity and normality in seeking to
win th e world for Christ.

FAMILY
SH OE STORE
Randcraft Shoes fo r
Young Men
Fiancees
Miss Wonderful
Poll Parrot Shoes
For Ch ildren
305 NORTH SPRING
East Side of Sq uare

"The 'new morality' is just
an 'old immorality'," h e said in
describing t h e cu rrent religious
paradox w hich finds m ore people
affiliated wit h m ore congrega tions in more denominations in
more buildings, but with fewer
deep reiigiou s convictions .
He said , " the answer to saving
of our society and! man in gen eral
is . . . not a n outer calm, but a n
inner Ch rist; not an outer force,
bu t a n inner faith ; r.ot an outer
coercion, but an inner conviction."
Prodigal Son Parable
Using t h e parable of the prodigal son in his J a n . 6 ch apel
speech , h e asserted that the attitude of t h e elder son h eld more
lessons for th e church today
than does t h e rest of th e parable.
He pointed out t h e elder son's
spirit of antagonism and his selfrigh teous attitude as b e in g
characterist ic of many Christians
today. He said t h at we must r e store not only t h e teaching of
Christ, bu t also t h e spirit of
Christ.
H is final a dmonit ion w as, "We
h ave t h e reput ation of J esus
Christ on our h ands."
Newspaper Editor
At present Nichols serves as
execu tive editor of t he Christian
Chronicle. He h as also served as
speaker for the Her ald of Truth
radio and television programs for
four years and is author of the
book The Churches of Christ
Salute You.
A graduate of Abilene Christian Colle ge and t he Stat e University of Iowa, Nichols has
served as minist er for several
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Student Art Show
Began Yesterday
St udent s in Art 200, under
th e direction of instructor Bob
Privitt, began an art show Jan.
13 showing problems dealing
with elements of design at the
art depart ment in the Harding
Academy building.
This show replaced the exhibit
presented by the visual fundamentals class.
The show consists of work by
Doris Bush, Faye Bush, Leah
Gentry, Paul Hess, Eva Howard,
Sa ndra Ha ll, Bobbi Loftin, Don
Hawthorne, Paul Pitt and Raymond Hawkins.
Privitt said the show was
cre ated to stimulate the students
and to make them proud of their
a ccomplishments.
The exhibit will run until Jan.
18.

Davis Presents Report
At National Convention
Kenneth Davis, Jr., assistant
professor of music, presented a
report a t the annual convention
of the National Association of
Tea chers of Singing in Minneapolis, Minn., on Dec. 30.
His paper was ba~ on his
doctoral dissertation, "A Study
of the Function of the Primary
Resonating Areas and Their Relation to the Third Formant in
t he Singing Tone."
The convention was held during Dec. 27 -30.
congregations, including ones in
Iowa and Texas.
The n ext seminar will be held
Feb. 22-24 with Cleon Lyles of
Little Rock as speaker. His
theme will be "The Preacher and
his Rela tionship to the Congregation. "

You're Always Welcome at the
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By Jim Worsham
Joe Webb is the only man living who has trained two world's
champion Tennessee Walking
Horses from start to finish. He
and his wife Nell are also alumni
of Harding College.
Webb began training horses in
his early youth. No specific time
has been designated as the beginning of his career, but there
is photographic evidence1 that he
was well started at the age of
e1even. A native of Lamar, Axk.,
Webb attended Harding College
and majored! in biology. After
school he worked for Dr. Portee
Rodgers as trainer of his Tennessee Walking Horses.
Perfection F'irst Champ
The first world's champion Joe
Webb trained at the Rodge:rs stables was Perfection, whose training begain at the age of 19
months. From that time until he
was four years old, no one rode
Perfection but Webb. The climax
to this training came in 1959
in Shelbyville, Tenn., when Perfection was declared world's
champion Tennessee Walking
Horse.
The story does not end there
becaUS6 Joe Webb knew that
Perfection was perlection - that
Perfection was not only a champion show horse but also a
champion breeding horse. Winners have descended from winners before, but never in the
first generation.
Carbon Copy First Generation
Desceooant
Pressure was greater while
training Carbon Copy, a first
gEneration descendant of Perfection. Training began at 15
months and lasted until the colt
was four years old. In 1964 Carbon Copy was the world's champion Tennessee Walking Horse.
Before Webb won these championships he said that he feat
that his horses were good enough
to win if their stamina lasted.
They not only had to out-perlorm

TRAINER JOE WEBB inspects his second world champion
Tennessee Walking Horse, Carbon Copy, at his stables here in
Searcy.
- PHoTo av woRsH AM

but they had to out last the
other horses
When the horses won, Webb
said that he felt very humble
aboutJ the victory because "If
we think we are doing it all by
ourselves, we are bound to slip."
Authors Training Manual
Joe Webb is not only a horse
train€JI" but also an author. His
book, The Care and Training of
the Tennessee Walking Horse, is
recognized as a handbook for
both professional and amateur
horse trainers. Already the book,
which can be bought through
Webb only, has been sold in
every one of the states and three
foreign countries.
The funds received! from the

BRONNIE'S

Private Parties our Specialty

Beauty Salon

'Camelot' Casting
Work Completed

611 EAST CENTER

The departments of speech,
music and art have already begun
work on the highlight of this
year's lyceum arts series,Camelot,
a broadway musical by Lerner
and Loewe.
Chosen for leadi roles are Julie
Tuddleston, Jim Ed Williams
and Max Hager.
Throughout the week musical
tryouts have been held for the
mammoth production. The musical will be given as a regular
lyceum program April 23-24 and
will feature sets and costumes
like the Broadway production.
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BLACK AND WHITE
OR COLOR
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CALL OR SEE

January Clearance Sale

Cothern's Men's Store
ALL WINTER MERCHANDISE
Suits

Top Coats

Sport Coats

Groug of Ivy Pants

Sweaters

Argyle Socks only $.50

Sport Shirts (button down)

DRASTICALLY REDUCED

sales at eight dollars a copy are
used. for the development of
Camp Miles Sylvania, which Mr.
Webb owns. Such would not be
necessary if Webb owned Car hon
Copy, because recently Carbon
Copy was sold for $125,000. This
amount exceeds by $40,000 the
previous record price paid for
any saddle horse.

Chorus Concludes
Weekend Trip to
Ala., Memphis
The Harding A Cappella Chorus
and Belles and Beaux returned
to campus Monday following a
weekend trip to Tennessee and
Alabama.
Singing before large crowds,
the chorus presented programs
in Memphis, Montgomery and
Birmingham, and the Belles and
Beaux Showcase was given Saturday night in Montgomery.
Friday evening the chorus w as
at the Whitehaven congregation
at Memphis. The next day was
spent in driving to the Alabama
capital for the evening show at
the Capitol Heights Junior High
School auditorium.
The Clover dale Church of
Christ was host congregation for
the chorus in Montgomery. After
a Sunday afternoon program
there the chorus! tra velled to
Binning.h am for worship services
and a program following at the
Central Church of Christ.

'The Bird in Art' Slated
For LR Center Showing

It•-11H-1m
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Harding 'Ex, Searcian Joe Webb Is Trainer of Champions

MAYFAIR HOTEL
3 Dining Rooms At Your Disposal

*

One of the most comprehensive
exhibits built around the
theme of birds in American art
history will go on display in
The Arkansas Axts Center galleries Saturday, Jan. 16.
"The Bird in Art" exhibition
consists of some 200 pieces obtained from major museums,
galleries and in:dividual collectors
from throughout the United
States and' Canada.
art
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F. C. Townsend
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St. Nick Gives Prese nts
To WHC's Dates De c. 7
At Christmas Banquet

GJrH~ SoeIAL WHIRL

"Winter Wonderland" at Buck
Powers Restaurant provided a
beaut iful banquet for t he WHC's
and! t h eir dates on Dec. 7 . After
giving a meaningful talk, Bill
Diles presided as Santa Claus
and h anded out gaily-wrapped
Christmas gifts to the boys.
Those att ending were Linda
Robin son, R og er Mc C own;
Carolyn Bradley, Ned Boaz ; Mary
Alice Smith , James Street; Tana
McDon ald·, Larry French; Karen
Scroggs, Gary Whit by ; Charolette Chitt y, Bill Moss ; Leon a
Binkley, Bob Bowden; Rachel
Fishel, Ron Gibbsi; Brenda McFarland, Ralph White; Lynda
Woods, J erry Brown; Pam Green,
Vernon Bray ; Fannie Timmerman,
Sherman Shewmake'l'; L ind a
Locklar, Wheeler Pounds; Sharon
Wilson, Bill Baker; Sherry Hunt,
Gailyn Van Rhee nen; Mr. and
Mrs. Bill Diles and Mr. and Mrs .
Edward Woodward.

Margaret Ashton, Society Editor

Cupid-by-Computer

Marriages Made in Univac--Suitable, Safer?
Boy-meets-girl used to be a simple matter of living in the same n eighborh ood,
attending the same school or going to t he same party. Now t hat life is mostly packaged
and mechanized, the matter is not so simple. P eople live, travel and work in relatively

J eff Rorex
isolated cubicles. The comfortable old channels of getting to tional basis so t h at every appli- attendance at the DartmouthMaria Michaels
Jeff Rorex, Ray Richie
know one another no longer flow cant might have a list of a Brown football game.
She replied saltily in a post- Michaels-Carter Plan
Will W ed January 25
freely. Meeting and falling in love thousand names from wh ich to
game questionnaire:
Wedding f o r Jan . 24
in Central Park only happens arrange dates.
Mr. and Mrs . J eff A. Rorex of
$300-$400 Charge
"I'm more competent at man- '
in musical comedy.
Palatin e, Ill., announ ce t he en Today, people are seeking comMr . a nd Mrs. Leon Michaels
The cupid-by-compu ter bureaus picking than a machine that
gagem en t of their daughter,
panion ship through more official might charge $300 to $400 for can 't even understand that of Wheeling, W . Va., announce
J effr ey Ann, to Charles Ray
means and standardized agencies. services rendered, One of t h em, since I'm five feef six, my date the approaching marriage of
Richie , son of Mr. and Mrs.
the Scientific Marriages Founda- sh ouldn't h ave been five feet their daughter, Leah Maria, to
Lonely-Hearts Outgrowth
Charles A .Richie of Atlanta, Ga.
tion, w as set up as a non-pr ofit four. "
LaVon Carter, son of Mr. and
It all started with the oldThe wedding will be h eld in
social project with some promiMrs.. Paul Carter of Valdosta,
fashioned marriage brokers and
Searcy, J anuary 25.
nent religiou s leaders on its
Georgia.
lonely-hea rts clubs. As business
advisory board. It charges a set 'Winter Wonde rla nd '
The wedding will be an event ' Lollipop s an d Roses' Is
boome d , the machine has finally
fee
of
$25
but
it
does
enTofebt
Banquet
Theme
of
Jan. 24 in the Westside Church
invade d this last stronghold of
Ju Go Ju Ban qu et Title
courage contributions.
of Christ of Searcy at 3 p .m.
priva te st anctity, the selection
One Coed Disputes
Starting the holiday season off
The wedding and reception imThe Ju Go Ju's held their last
of a mate.
One Boston University coed right, the Tofebt social club had mediately following are open to meeting of the semester at the
According to Alan L e v y , had an answer for the machine. a Christmas banquet at Bill's all friends of the couple.
home of the club sponsor, Mrs.
whose article, "Machine-Made She had been coupled by com- Restaurant, the theme of which
Jane Sharp, last Mond:ay night.
Love," appears in January puter with a date in a venture was "Winter Wonderland."
'Silve r Bells' Is KO The me
The final plans for the banquet
Mademoiselle, a quarter of a
by Dartmouth to guarantee coed · Speaker at the occasion was
to
be held Saturday night at
million Americans presently par" Silver Bells" was the theme
Mr. Ray Muncy, and Roy Deaver
ticipate in introduction clubs.
of the Kappa Delta's Christmas Buck Powers Restaurant in Beebe
DRESS SHOP
we're announced . The theme will
and Ken O'Neal provided the
Since m embership turnover is 'V'ie ux C a rre ' •15 Theme
.entertainment. Club beau Clair banquet the night of Dec. 12 at be "Lollipops and Roses" and
so great , an estimated eight mil- Of O mega Phi's Banquet McKean led the group in Cl4ist- Bill's Restaurant.
CH 5-4415
the entertainment will be prolion people have at one time
Martha Koger, club president, vided by Beth Smith. The guest
mas carols.
sough t companionship through
The Omega Phi's held t h eir
l 00 North Spring
Those attending were Linda presented Mrs. Puckett, club speaker will be Professor Billy
su ch organizations.
banquet Saturday night, · J an. 9,
Trotter, Max Lorenz; A 1 ice sponsor, and beau Gary Simpson Ray Cox.
at Kelley's Grill, with a menu of
Conventional Methods Risky
Brown, Clair McKean; Janet Mc- with Christmas presents. Harding
The data-and-dating bureaus smorgasbord andi the theme of Cloud , Rob Ford; Linda Jo Burton and Anita Smith provided
tak e a ser ious view of the super- "Vieux Carre" (old quarter), Rogers, Ken O'Neal; Jean Ram- the entertainment and Mr. Rayiority of scientific methods in centered on t he French Quarter sey, Lindle Barnard; Carol Kans- mond Muncy gave the address.
mat ching potent ial spouses. Con- of New Orleans.
ner, Max Safley; Suzanne LearnJoe Black was t h e speaker
ventional m ethods are, they feel,
ed, Lanny Casey; Kaye Carpenter,
too h elter-skelter; they lessen and Beth Smith and Jo Ann Mike McCubbin; Pat Chambliss,
DO ALL YOUR
t h e chance that a couple will re- Kelly provided' entertainment . Charles Clark; Diane Davis, Don
main compatible - and married. The club beau, Dwayne Van Wall; J oAnne Hulett, Paul McGROCERY SHOPPING
Rheenen, was p resented a gift.
Daniel.
The factor of compatibility is
Those attendin g were Rita
• Private Dining Room
Donna Allen, Robert Grissom;
h opefully first est ablished by Rachel, Paul Gardner; Marilyn
at
mat ching personalities by mach- Vaughan, An dy Saunders ; J ean- Jo Ogle, Paul Learned; Nina
for Banquets and Parties
ine. Then t h e pair can take it nette Heid, Steve Thornton; Moore, Larry Turner; Myrna Pike,
from there; th ey fall in lov e or Paula Stroud, Dale Work ; Heidi Ken Hollingsworth; Sandy White,
• Breakfast - Lunch - Dinne r
Roy Deaver; Nancy Gibson,
go t h eir separate ways.
Heid, Donnie Thompson; Donna
Bureau s like the Scientific Garlock, Jerry Looney; Carol Gailyn Van: Rheenen; Danna
MR. AND MRS. W. H. McMIKL E
Brown, Butch Forsythe; Penny
Marriage Inst itute in Manhattan, Sexson, Bob Stevenson.
Coyne, Lanny Wildman; Geneva
the most publicized of its kind,
PHONE CH 5-3596
Diana Mitch en, Dannie J ones;
point with pride at their record Connie Hardin, Ton y W ebb; Combs, David Lawyer; and Mr.
number s of successful marriages Midge Pitman, Don Samarue; and Mrs. Ray Muncy.
and r elatively few (less than one Clarita Bartley, Boyce Roberson ;
per cen t at SMI ) divorces.
Pat Bearden, Hollis Black; Char+-- - · -•- •- w-•- •- u- •- ••- u- 111- 111- 1 1 - trM - 11- •- 1 1 -+
Personality Test First
lotte Humphreys, Max Lorenz.
i9
ii
Applicants begin by taking a
Dr. and Mrs. James Atteberry;
personalit y t est ( or a battery of Mr. and Mrs. J oe Black ; J o Ann
them) to determine biographical Kelly, Dwayne Van Rheenen ;
~I
s
informat ion, emotional st ate, Beth Smith, Marge Chambers,
val u es, tastes and preferences Jane Binegar and Peg Middleton.
f
at the
j
a nd quirks.
Applicant "Programmed"
i
"For t he
Thus classified, the applicant is
"programmed" to match data i
I
~
with several t housand applicants
I
Best in
of the opposite· sex, sifting out
+-•- •- •- -1111- u- 111- 1U1- - - •- 1M1- ••- •- 111- •- •- u- •-•+
less compatible factors until a
select number of potential soulmates remains.
Fabrics,
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If the applicant is a woman,
Joe Cunningham
he r name and phone number are
~~
~~
SHOP AND SAVE AT
mailed to th e eligible gentlemen.
Raymond Hill
Shop
It is hoped by some of the
15 15 E. RACE STREET
~
~
scientific soul-matchers t h at
even tually compreh ensive files
Langleys"
c
§
might be established on a na-
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MERLE NORMAN STUDIO
Thrilli ng , fr e e, Hou r of Beauty

~

CH 5-49 17

• Love Bright Diamond Rin9s
The Registered D iam onds that As su re y ou of
Permanent Val ue A lw ays

• Sterling Silver by Gorham, Towle, Wallace,
and International
• China by Lenox and Syracuse
• Crystal by Tiffin, Glastonburg
Two Watch Repa irmen fo r the Finest in
Jewel ry an d Watch Repair

Parrish Jewelry
Court Square

t

BEN FRANKLIN'S

~

Your Friend ly Variety Store

;
~

Where Your Dollar Has More Cents
CH 5-2964

i~

Phone CH 5-23 11
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We're Wa iting to Welcome You
THREE DOORS FROM RIALTO
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Laundry & Cleaners
Wm. F. Furner, Mgr.

• For Your Convience on Campus.
• Approved Sanitone Service
• Remember Dry Cleaning (Special)
Two fo r the Price of One
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Bisons Reverse Near-Misses
With 66-64 Hendrix Shading
By Gary Lucas
The worm turned; the tide
shifted, and the Harding Bisons
after dropping two consecutive
one-point decisions and an overtime tussle found themselves on
the victor's side of a hair-raising
66-64 court struggle with Hendrix College at Searcy Friday
night.
The visiting W arrio·r s started
scorching the nets in hot fashion
from the outset of the game,
building up a 12-point lead midway through the first half, 2513, while the Bisons tried desperately to de-ice their arsenal.
With 15 minutes gone the Herd
pulled within six and departed
for the locker room at the half
down by three, 37 -34. Glen
Whitaker led the Bison comeback
with four field goals from 12-15
feet out and· sparkling defensive
plays.
Tommy Tyler, the game's
leading scorer, popped in 14 of
his 24 points before intermission.
The hot-shooting Warrior hit on

seven of eight field attempts and
rebound his only miss for the
night to send it through the hoop.
Harding Takes Lead
Ken Johnson opened t h e
second-half scoring to widen the
gap to five in favor of Hendrix,
but on came the Bisons like the
Oregoru rains behind the rampaging Whitaker whose 20-footer
put the Black-and-Gold ahead
40-3•9 with only 3:30 elapsed in
the period.
Gary Goss opened up a Harding lead at 45-40 with only five
minutes gone from the· clock. The
stampeding Herd stretched to an
eight-point margin mi d way
through the half.
Whitaker Gets Standing Ovation
With the Bisons up by two at
54-52 Whitaker drew two consecutive fouls in the batting of
an eye to expire him from the
game. Fans from both schools
rose to their feet in a standing
ovation in tribute to his: fine play,
as well as giving their opinion
of the way he left the game.

W00D.f REEM AN
LUMBER COMPANY
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The long holiday vacation
no damage to the athletic ability
of the ladies in the illustrious
dorm of Cathcart, as they trounced the fairer sex of Kendall Hall
in the first two games of a
three-game series in volleyball
last Thursday night.
Pattie Cobb beat the Academy
with team captains Paulette
Park and Barbara Barnes heading the list of players. Co-captains for Cathcart are Sandy Calcote and Elizabeth Mattmiller,
ind filling these positions for
Kendall are Mary and Cathy
Shannon.
In club basketball MEA beat
L. C., Beta Tau beat Zeta Phi
and TofebtJ topped WHC.
To top the basketball schedule
with strenuous and exciting activity in our women's world of
sports is 3 -man basketball. Corne
out and see!
1

See

By Larry Yurcho
Beta Phi Kappa smothered
Sub-T-16, 2659 to 2467, winning
three and a half games of the
four, to capture the first half
intramural bowling championship.
Beta Phi will meet the winner
of the next semester in a play-

;

Ne5~r~ Y Re!e~~n~ - !o~t~nYln~n~ent ic§
895 South Main

CH 5-5838

CH 5-4620

STOTT'S DRUG STORE
Featuring
Marcelle Cosmetics
Revlon
Coty
Dorothy Perkins
Max Factor

i

EUBANKS AGENCY
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SIDELIGHTS
BY GARY LUCAS

The fans •..
Collectively, they are the twelfth man on the football
team; the tenth man on the baseball team; the sixth
player on the basketball squad. This man doesn't make
touchdowns or block opposing players; he doesn't hit home
runs or make fielding plays; he doesn't make baskets or
grab rebounds. Yet, without this extra player, athletes
of every sport perform noticeably
below par.
The fan is considered the passive participant in all athletic
events. He never legally handles
any of the necessary equipment
in any sport and never legally
sets foot into the playing area.
Yet, the winning. TD or blocked
kick, the home run or gamesa ving catch, the victory-yielding
basket or timely steal may be

Beta Phis Emerge as Champs
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And

207 East Ma•ket

Tyler continued his fine performance for the Warriors and
pulled Hendrix within three, 6360, with 1:15 left. He hit again
to threaten the Bisons, 63-62.
Hardingites began to wonder if
another one-point loss wasn't in
the offering with only 38 seconds to go. But Medley hit two
charity shots to still all fears
with a 65-62 Bison lead and only
29 seconds left.
John Valentine, subbing for
Boaz, who had a disagreement
with Henckix's Kent Ritchey that
resulted in the benching of both,
hit another foul shot to end the
Bison scoring. Wes Crawford pulled the Warriors within two in
the closing seconds to close the
door on an exciting 66-64 Bison
victory.

~

CH 5-3591
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Medley's Charities Close Door

For All Your Drug Needs See Stott's Drug

off for the 1965 club championship.
Other Matches
In other matches Monday,
Delta Iota swept four from Independents No. 1; Galaxy and
Independents No. 3 split 2-2;
and Pioneer surged into a third
place finish by demoJishing Independents No. 2, 4-0.
Beta Phi used a balanced attack, with all the team hitting in
the 400s, four in the 470-plus
bracket. Rob Barber's 486 and
Ken Worsham's 483 paced the
champions.
Andy Richmond's 525 h elped
Galaxy's second place team to a
split with Independents No. 3.
He included a 205 game in his
series. Barry Erskine led the
Independent squad.
Final Standings
Beta Phi Kappa
36 % 19 1h
Galaxy
32
24
Pioneer
30 lh 25%
Independents' 3
30
26
Independents 1
29
27
Sub-T-16
24% 31%
Independents 2
23
33
Delta Iota
18 % 37 %
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EXTRA CARE FOR
YOUR HAIR

Bank

Security

WHITE COUNTY LANES

WYATT

Enjoy America's No. I Participating

Barber Shop

Family Sport.

Two Barbers On
Monday and Saturday

Friendly, Progressive, Reliable

120 WEST RACE

Let Us Help You
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"It Must Have Been A Strike!"
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For expert handling of your hair
JEFF WILKERSON
One Block North of Campus

CHECK OUR 9UALITY

•
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MODERN BARBER SHOP

AND

"Your Business Is Appreciated"
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CH 5-2242

Poly Clean
Dry Cleaners
Trousers ............. .......... ... .. .. .. ...... ......... .. .
.50
Suits, Men's or Ladies .. ........... .. ..... ... . $1.25
Skirts ... ... ......... .... ... .. ..... ... ... .................. .
.60
Dresses ..... ... .. ....... ........... ... ... ..... .... .... .. . $1.25
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Birthday Cakes
Wedding Cakes
All Bakery Specialties

!

*· CHECK OUR WORKMANSHIP
* CHECK OUR PRICES -
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ALLEN'S QUALITY BAKERY

I

2202 East Race
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attributed to the successful efforts of the fans.
In no other major sport are
the spectators as· close to the
action: as in a basketball game .
The game is easy to understand
and the brutality of the sport
is not an evident as in other
major sports. The action is continual; there is always something
to watch t hat is moving and full
of life.
THE FAN IS DRAWN into the
action. With shouts of encouragement h e can rip the n ets for
two points. In a tense moment of
exciting action he may a dd to
the frenzied confusion that forces
the· opposition to commit costly
errors that result in important
turnovers. Thus, the fan is truly
a part of the action, making the
home advantage more apparent
in basketball than in any other
major sport.
THE BASKETBALL FAN is a
diffeTent breed of sport-enthuiast.He is more than a spectator,
the passive participant. Yet, he's
not quite an active participant
either. He's somewhere• on the
fringe, and' this electrifying imbalance between player and fan
is what draws so many people
to the sport.
A partisan basketball fan
identifies with "his" team. He
feels, and rightl:r so, that he is
a valuable part of "his" basketball squad. He has many of the
same rights and privileges that
also belong to "his" courtster
teammates. He expe·c ts "his"
team to play hard and fair in
accordance with the rules of the
game and he expects to do his
part in the same manner.
THE PLAYER'S ACTIONS are
subject to the ruling eye of the
officials and penalties are levied
for misdemeanors. Likewise, a
fan may draw a technical foul
against "his" team. In the proper
way, in a manner befitting a
good sportsman, the player may
question, show approval or disapproval for any action on the
court by player o;r official.
In the proper way, in a manner
befitting a goodl sportsman , so
may the fan. All this merely for
the price of admission!
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With All Your Banking Needs

PHONE CH 5-5831
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f?1 DELINE

By Beth Smith
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For

Women's
Sportscope

Tyler and Minor led the
Warrior comeback and it was
Minor's tip-in that knotted the
game at 54 all after Whitaker's
departure. In four minutes the
Bison margin had collapsed
nearly as quickly as it had
grown. Don Medley sank a free
toss to put the Bisom> ahead for
good at 55-54 and exciting Ned
Boaz hit his two field goals of
the half to give the Bisons a fivepoint spread, 59-54 with 3:30 to
go.
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THE HARDING BISON, Searcy, Ark.

1200 East Market
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Hardware -

Furniture -

Appliances

I§

Quick Monogram Service

~

FREE PARKING
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Housewares -
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I 311 East Race

CH 5-4611
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Jan. 14, 1965

THE HARDING BISON, Searcy, Ark.

Bisons Win Third Straight

Harding Win over Christian Brothers
Saturday Was First i·n Bison History

4 Maior League
Teams Unbeaten
In 'Murals Chase

By Don Johnson

By Rob Barber

The Bisons made it three in a row Tuesday night, winning the third game of
After two weeks of competithis home stand by trouncing on Southern State College 89-74. The victory tied Harding tion only four of the fourteen
major league basketball teams are
with the Muleriders in the AIC standings; each has a 4-5 record.
Ned Boaz had his biggest night
as a Bison when he tossed in
34 points to equal the scoring
record Vernon Rogen; set last
year. Ned, a 5-8 senior from
Sedalia, Ky., s·c ored 16 field
goals on drives and jump shots
from up to 25 ft. out.
Whitaker Clear Boards
Ned hadi to take a back seat
to Glen Whitaker in the rebounding department. The 6-4 junior
picked off 12 caroms, including
several after missed Mulerider
free throws. He often picked the
ball out of the air before it fell
below the rim.
But Harding took a back seat
to Southern State in total re·bounds. Donnie Denton grabbed
nine as the Muleys led 39-32.
Harding led in field goal percentage with 36 of 69. The visitors from Magnolia als() shot
well, meshing 30 of 65.
Goss Gets 20
Gary Goss continued in his
improving scoring with 20 points.
Late in the second· half he began
popping in jump shots from the
key and finished with 20 markers. Harold Alexander scored 11.
High for SSC was Charley
Jones with 19 points. He scored
from outside, and Dornnie Denton
supplied inside punch with 13.
Larry Whitley with eight points
and: Jones with 11 were the only
bright spots in an otherwise lackluster second half for Southern
State.
Muleys Jump Ahead
The Muleysi started out in
front and led by up to six points
before Ned scored eight quick
points to tie the score, 19-19,
with 11:42 remaining. The tying
bucket came on a layup after a
long pass from Don Medley.
Southern State forged back into the lead, though, and led by
as much as four points before
Ronnie Brown pulled Harding to
within one at 35-36. Boaz then
put Harding ahead by one on a
drive with 3:36 remaining, and
the Bisons never trailed after
that.
After Harding took the lead
Goss found Boaz open underneath, Alexander sank a free
throw and Goss added another
when a technical foul was called
on the Muley's bench. A towel
sailed into the air after the
referee called traveling on one
of the visitors.
7 Point Halitime Lead
Boaz, Alexandl:!r and Goss then
added floor shots, giving Harding
a 47-40 halftime advantage.

undefeated in the intramural
·eague, and all four are in the
)outhwest Conference.
The Porkers, Mustangs, Longtorns and Frogs each carry 2-0
fates to leadl the majors, while
·.n the minor leagues the! Mules
'nd Uclans are both 2-0 and the
:foskies are 1-0 to sit atop the
Jtandings.
Porkers Top Hoosiers
The porkers, behind the sharp
>hooting of Bryan Jacobs, topped
the Hossiers 60-54 to keep their
perfect record. The Hossie:rs
jumped to an earlyi lead but fell
to the Porkers' fast break Shortly
after the second half began.
The Mustangs, led by Cliff
Clark, who rang up 32 points,
dropped the Hawkeyes 63-52. It
wa.Si the Mustangs and Clark from
the opening buzzer. Jim Penrod
sank 24 in a losQn.g effort for the
Hawkeyes.
Longhorn Teamwork Pays
I With fine teamwork and three
men: hitting in double figures, the
Longhorns staved! off a lastminute drive to down the Wildcats 61-53. A 13-point second half
for Roy Reaves pulled the Wildcats to within six points but
wasn't quite enough.
Joe Bradburn and Keith
Straugihn, with 25 and 24 points
respectively, helped sneak the
Frogs byi the Buckeyes 69-66 to
hold onto a share. of the top spot.
WiltJ Martin: and Richark Beck
SWASHBUCKLING NED BOAZ drives past a Southern State degot 19 points for the losers and
fender for two of his 34 points he scored in Tuesday's Bison
were ahead: until the last 2 minvictory over the Muleriders, 89-74.
- PHOTO BY WORSHAM
utes.
Bateman, Smith Lead
The lead quickly reached 13 the last half minute cut the final
The Wolverines used Tom Batepoints after halftime when Whi- margin.
man and Dave Smith to trounce
taker tipped one in, Medley scorBoaz Just Misses
the Owls 71-49. Butch Bailey got
ed on a snake s:hot and Boaz
Boaz scored his 34th point on
dirove for two. Southern State a bank shot after an inbounds 23 for the losers.
could not come within 10 after pass with 3:35 left in the conIn a real close one Alvis Brown
that.
test. The score then was 80-63. made 21 and Johnny Toms 20 to
The Bioons continued their A tipin that would have given squeak by the Gophers 59-56. It
pressing defense, forcing bad him the new mark hung on the was a tight game a1l the way but
passes and loose balls Boaz rim and fell out with 1:00 left. the Gophers could never make
picked up 11 and ran the count Ned received a standing ovation up a 2-5 point deficit.
to 89-70 before two buckets in when John Valentine replaced
The faculty team also carries
him with 12 seconds left.
an undefeated slate, 2-0.

Goss made the 28th point with a
By Don Johnson
The Harding Bisons outhustled 15 foot jumper.
The Bucs and Bisons then
a bigger but slower team from
Christian Brothers of Memphis traded two baskets before Alexand beat the Buccaneers 85-77 at ander put Harding ahead to stay,
34-3'2 , on a drive with 1:43 left.
Harding Saturday.
The win upped Harding's re- He then scored from the corner
cord! to 6-9 andi dropped CBG's and on a tipin: with three
to 5-6. It was Harding's first seconds left to give Harding a
38-32 halftime lead.
victory over the Bucs.
Bucs' Ballhandling Bad
The Bisons placed five men in
The Bisons continued their
double figures, matched the Bucs
from the floor and beat them press starting' the second half ,
from the charity line. CBC com- and CBC obliged by continuing to
mitted 31 fouls to Harding's 20, throw the ball away. Medley
and the Bisons made 27 of 38 scored from inside and outside
free throws. CBC connected on and Brown and Boaz took up the
slack when he trailed! off late
19 of 24.
Harold Alexander paced the in the half. Harding led 76-56
Harding scorers with 19 points, with 5:08 left for its biggest marinclud1ng 10 in the second gin.
The CBC substitutes began apquarter when the Bisons charged
from behind. Gary Goss tallied pearing free~y and cut down the
18, Don Medley 17, Ronnie fina1 victory margin.
Brown 14 and Ned Boaz 11.
+ •11H- 1 1 n -1n1 1111 -1111-11o1-1n1-1m-11n-11 +
Strong Third Quarter
Medley carried the Bisons with
nine points in the third canto as
Harding padded its lead. In the
fourth period Brown and Boaz
scored 15 between them to starve
off a mild CBC comeback threat.
Stauder bombed! in 13 of CBC's
first 28 points, and with 6 :21
left in the half they led 28-18. 1
The Harding press, Gary Goss
and Glen Whitaker then took j
FLOWERS
j
over to score 10 straight points
and tie the score with 3 :42 left.
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Central
Barber Shop

i PRICE BROS. l
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Talkington
Gulf Station
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"Arkansas' Most Dependable Radio and TV Service"
CH 5-2893

1201 EAST RACE

* CORSAGES
* PLANTS
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South Main
and Park Avenue

l 21 3 E. Race

STOP-SHOP- SAVE
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STERLING STORES
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"Be Thrifty"
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Searcy's leading Sc and $1 .00
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CH 5-3723
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Pants

Suits

Shirts
Jackets
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U. S. Citizens Needing Nominal Financial Help to Complete Their
ConEducation this Academic Year - and then Commence Work signers Required. Send Transcript and Full Details of Your Plans and
Requirements to:
STEVENS BROS. FOUNDATION, INC.
61 0-61 2 Endicott Bldg., St. Paul 1, Minn.
A Non-Profit Corp.
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Singing goes better refreshed.
And Coca-Cola -with that special zing
but never too sweet-

refreshes best.

go

b~~th

Sweaters
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Attention SENIOR and GRADUATE MEN Students -

things

STARTS TODAY
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ELLIOTT ARNHOL T'S

SALE
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CLEARANCE
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Gulf Products
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COMPLETE HOME FURNISHERS
FURNITURE - APPLIANCES
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Welcome Students

West Side of Square
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Radio & Television Servicenter
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HEUER'S SHOE STORE
SHOE BOX

(Across from Security
Bank Drive-In)

SHOP IN MODERN CONVENIENCE

FLORISTS

!

Jacqueline and Connie Shoes

I 09 East Arch
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!111---•UNDERGRADS, CLIP AND SAVE _ _ _ _.J

Moved to New location
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SEARCY, ARKANSAS
COCA-COLA BOTTLING COMPANY OF ARKANSAS
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